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Families are really stretched—they have had all their en-

ergy drained to try to just survive. They’re not always able 

to spend time with their kids talking about sex or dealing 

with a kid who you think is involved in risky behavior. [But] 

peers have never really been able to do what parents or 

grandparents could do. Social service providers can’t do 

what people’s “people” can do. We’re going to have to fill in the gap 

somehow, teaching peers to talk to each other or making sure services 

[providers] stay open and do good work.”—Beth Richie

We talk a lot about why boys need fathers.  Little girls need 

them, too. When girls have not been hugged and nurtured 

by a man, a father, then [as they reach adolescence] they 

begin to look to young males to give them some direction. 

What we need is for men to stay at home with their children. 

Fatherlessness is a demon greater than racism or poverty. 

—Jawanza Kunjufu

Many Black parents have a tendency to say, “Don’t do this 

because I said so” and that’s the end of the dialogue. We 

can’t just tell children “this is it,” because there’s no room for 

questions, there’s no room for dialogue…. Sharing stories is 

a really good way to educate. —Maisha Hamilton-Bennett

We have this pattern among adults that may be unintended 

leadership, by our behavior…more what we do than what we 

say. Few adults are saying anything, but their behavior says 

everything. If adults are not there to pass the [positive] mes-

sages on, then what messages are young people getting, 

from whom are they getting those messages, and how do 

they value and respond to the messages that they get?—Asa Hilliard

Warnings and threats are not successful in helping kids to 

know what to do. It’s like saying, “Honey, I want you to go to 

Cleveland today.” Well, how do you get there? That’s what 

we need to be teaching kids. —Gail Wyatt
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For more information or to order the video, 
visit www.meeproductions.com 

or call 1-877-MEE-PROD.

Learn the seven African-centered 
psychological strengths Black boys 
will need on the journey into man-
hood, from the “father” of 
Black psychology, Dr. Joe White.


